




We present the Sky Niessen switch range with two unique and 
innovative designs. A collection of light switches created so 
that your spaces take on a new dimension.

It is a range of switches that evolved in the shapes and 
materials used. An object of desire capable of guaranteeing 
the quality that only Niessen can offer you.

Feel special everyday, feel that you have the sky in your hands 
with the Sky Niessen switches.

Touch the sky with your hands





With the Skymoon line you will achieve that distinctive touch that makes 
a room a unique space. Its avant-garde design will mean that all eyes will 
be drawn to the most attractive item in your home or business.

One switch range, two personalities

Elegance on every side

A distinctive touch

Linear, balanced, slim... With the Sky Niessen switches you can 
give each one of your spaces a modern touch. Details count and 
with Sky Niessen your home will be full of them.







Slim, balanced, perfect.
At just 8.5 mm thick, Sky Niessen 
barely protrudes from the wall. Thanks 
to the use of subtle components, 
with Sky Niessen you will achieve a 
visual perception of perfection in the 
decoration of any room.



The Sky Niessen switch range has 
been designed following the Product 
Design and Development Environmental 
Management regulations: Eco-design.

Noble materials in switch 
and frame

High-quality and 
durable finishes

Minimum gap between 
switch and frame

Display 
Lighting in white

Lateral chrome

8,5mm

MAXIMUM 
SLIMNESS

Eco-design



Integration and perfection in 
all aspects
With a protrusion of just 8.5 mm above 
the wall surface, Sky Niessen becomes 
the series with the most functionality in 
the least volume. The gap between the 
switch and the frame is minimised and 
decorated with chrome details. In addition, 
its minimalistic design is ideal for combining 
it with contemporary architecture.

Renew your spaces
With Sky Niessen you can give your spaces 
a new air, as it perfectly adapts to other 
installations done with Niessen. The use of 
Niessen luxury mechanism facilitates the 
installation and renovation of each room.

A series designed for you
Sky Niessen is a collection of switches 
that responds to the demands of 
consumers. It is a switch range created 
to last over time, both thanks to the 
quality and variety of its finishes, and to 
its design.





Wireless
Wireless is the control system with wireless technology by Niessen. 

Its emitters are also available with the Sky Niessen aesthetics, control 
units that can be installed on any surface, even furniture, as there is no 

need for a power supply thanks to the incorporated battery.

Designed to control the on/off function of lights, shutters and many 
other functions in the home to provide more comfort and quality of life.

Forward-looking
ABB i-bus® KNX

We live and work in an increasingly automated world. 

It is a world that is improving all the time, and it will become more and 
more difficult and expensive to manage traditional electrical installations.

With the intention of facilitating the electrical management of buildings, 
Sky Niessen integrates the KNX sensors by ABB, thus becoming a series 

with high added value when configuring the installation.

Free@home
Sky Niessen incorporates the functions of the new home automation 
system by ABB. Many advantages in one. Free@home combines all the 
useful functions of comfortable domotics in an easily understandable 
system. Free@home sensors and actuators to act on loads, regulate 
lighting, control RGB, control the temperature or detect movement.
Sky Niessen and free@home, simply a success thanks to its elegant 
design, utmost simplicity and freedom.



LED lamp dimmer
Low-consumption lights are already the norm, both electronic fluorescent 
and LED lights. And it is the latter that provide the most efficiency and are 

the most demanded.

That is why Sky Niessen integrates the LED dimmers by Niessen, provide 
the level of lighting really needed, and with the new design that adapts to 

all types of tastes and interior design trends.

Hit by Niessen
With Sky Niessen and Hit by Niessen a sound track in each space is created. 

The first sound system that adapts to the current way of listening to music and 
radio. With Bluetooth to connect it to mobile devices and with a Multiroom 

function to listen to a melody in each space or the same in all spaces.

Sky Niessen and Hit by Niessen are the door so that each person can 
access their music universe from each room in the house or workplace, in a 

simple way and with the highest sound quality.

USB charger
The widespread use of smartphones and tablets in all spheres of society 
is now a reality. These new habits bring new power supply needs that 
can be easily solved with Sky Niessen. Wherever a power outlet exists 
or is planned, a Sky Niessen USB charger can be easily installed.

Thus the devices will be available at all times with the possibility of 
integrating the charger in the design of the rest of the rooms.







The finest and most 
exclusive by Niessen
Skymoon offers minimum protrusion 
from the wall with a standard 
installation. Its 6 mm thickness 
make it one of the market’s thinnest 
lines. With Skymoon you will have a 
jewel to decorate the most exclusive 
environments.



Chromed outlet cover
Available in stainless steel and black finishes

Perfect integration between 
switch and frame
Acting as a single assembly

Display
Lighting in white

Machined metal switch
Also the covers of the functions

6mm

MAXIMUM 
SLIMNESS

The Skymoon line has been designed 
following the Product Design 
and Development Environmental 
Management regulations: Eco-design.

Eco-design

100% noble materials
Available in stainless steel and glass finishes



The ultimate expression in 
avant-garde and innovation
Skymoon is an evolution in the market of 
switch series. Its unique and innovative 
design presents technical solutions never 
seen before, which makes Skymoon the 
focus of everyone’s attention.

Unique and exclusive design
Skymoon is the ultimate expression of 
design, with unique class and subtlety. Its 
round shapes and combination of materials 
mean that this line is ideal to refine the 
most luxurious spaces.

Designed with up to the 
smallest detail in mind
Noble materials, machined metal switches, 
6 mm protrusion from the wall... In 
Skymoon all the details are designed to 
satisfy the desires of the most demanding 
customers.





Soft WhiteStainless Steel

SilverBlack Glass

Ash Natural Wenge

Soft BlackWhite Glass

Finishes



Skymoon Stainless Steel Skymoon White GlassSkymoon Black Glass

Finishes



Contact us

Asea Brown Boveri, S.A.
Niessen Factory
Pol. Ind. de Aranguren, 6
20180 OIARTZUN
Tel.: 943 260 101
Fax: 943 260 240
www.abb.es/niessen
www.skyniessen.es

Niessen switch range  
configuration tool:






